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1.0 Summary
The Las Lajas Gold Project is comprised of seven contiguous mineral concessions totaling 16,310.4 Ha centered 15
kilometers north of the city of Navojoa, Sonora. The concessions are controlled by Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V.
(“Minera Goldzone”), the Mexican subsidiary of Goldzone Exploration Inc. (“Goldzone”) a private British
Columbia corporation wholly owned by Clive Brookes (“Vendor”). Three of the concessions are wholly owned by,
and four of the concessions are under option to, Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. According to a definitive
agreement signed 24 June 2010, the Vendor has agreed to grant August Metal Corp the right and option to
acquire 100% of the issued and outstanding shares in the capital of Goldzone (the "Option”) by issuing the Vendor
5,000,000 warrants to purchase shares of August at $0.20 for two years and for option payments over 5 years
totaling $750,000 in cash and 5,000,000 shares. In addition, August will assume the option payments on the four
concessions under option to Minera Goldzone, totaling USD$1,335,000 over 6 years with $75,000 payable in 2010.
August will also assume approximately $937,320 of Goldzone’s debt incurred in the course of acquisition,
maintenance and exploration of the Property and settle $500,000 of this debt by issuing 5,000,000 units
consisting of one common share and a 2 year warrant to purchase an additional share of August at $0.20. The
Property is subject to a 1.25% net smelter returns royalty (“NSR”) in favor of the Optionor. Two of the concessions
are also subject to a 2% NSR in favor of the previous property owner, of which 1.25% can be purchased for $2
million. The other mineral concessions under option to Minera Goldzone are subject to a 1% or 1.5% NSR and all
the NSRs can be purchased outright for a total of USD$1,950,000.
The Property overlaps a metamorphic core complex of Paleozoic age that is intruded by Cretaceous granodiorite
plutons. The older rocks are overlain unconformably by Tertiary conglomerates and volcanic rocks. In this part of
Sonora, Paleozoic metamorphic rocks define the southern part of the Cortes Terrane (Fig. 7.2; Centeno‐Garcia et
al., 2008). The Cortes Terrane is interpreted as an autochthonous terrane to North America, and is made up of a
thick succession of Paleozoic deep marine turbidites. The contact between the Cortes and the Tahue Subterrane
of the accreted Guerrero Composite Terrane in neighboring Sinaloa to the south is inferred to be a northward‐
verging Late Cretaceous thrust fault (Centeno‐Garcia et al., 2008).
Accretionary orogens (Bierlein and Crowe, 2000) are particularly prospective for Orogenic Lode Gold deposits.
The critical ore‐forming process is scavenging of syn‐sedimentary gold and other metals by deeply circulating,
near‐neutral, weakly saline metamorphic fluids, and deposition of gold in structurally prepared sites (faults and
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fold noses) related to deformation and orogenic uplift. In this part of Mexico, the mineralizing orogeny started in
the Late Cretaceous and continued episodically into the Tertiary. The later stages of the orogeny are related to
porphyry copper and epithermal mineralization which can overprint the earlier stage of orogenic gold deposit
formation. At Las Lajas, mineral showings related to all of these events occur. Specifically, potentially economic
orogenic lode gold mineralization occurs at El Terco and Peluchin, potentially economic epithermal silver‐gold
mineralization occurs in the Abejas Vein, and porphyry copper style mineralization occurs at El Triunfo.
The Property is an exploration‐stage project that was originally acquired by Minera Phelps Dodge Mexico based
on Magmachem's "Mesquite gold deposit" exploration model (Russell, 2007). In 1994, Glamis Gold obtained an
option on the La Balvaneda concession (now the El Terco concessions). They completed 1420 meters of
percussion drilling in 48 twenty‐two to thirty meter long vertical holes over an area 500 meters long by 300 meters
wide centered on the El Terco claim post. The best overall result was 12 meters of 1.86 g/t Au in Hole 40 (Minera
Glamis, 1995).
In 1998‐1999, Minera Phelps Dodge Mexico completed 28 km2 of geological mapping centered on what is now the
Midas concession, 1799 soil samples, rock sampling and 23.4 line kilometers of induced polarization/resistivity
geophysics. In the fall of 1999, 1132 m of drilling in 5 reverse‐circulation drill holes was completed. Of these holes,
angle hole LAR99‐1 intercepted 4.5 g/t Au between 40 and 42 meters (Thoman and Rodriguez, 1999). Shortly
after the drilling program, Phelps Dodge abandoned most of its interests in Mexico.
In the first half of 2008, Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. completed a campaign of surface prospecting and sampling
(452 rock samples). The highlight of that program was the discovery of high‐grade gold (88.7 g/t Au and 234 g/t
Ag, sample LGZ 258) in a sub‐cropping boulder of quartz‐hematite southwest of the Phelps Dodge soil grid. In
2009, the rock sampling campaign was followed up by additional rock sampling (126 samples) as well as 1877 new
soil samples in two new grids on targets defined by the 2008 campaign.
The history of the Property shows that rock sampling, structural and geological mapping are probably the most
effective surface exploration methods, followed by drilling for subsurface ore zone definition. Continued
geological mapping of the Property is recommended to determine the boundaries of the metamorphic complex
and better define the stratigraphy and fold geometry. A better understanding of the stratigraphy will make it
possible to identify potentially mineralized thrust faults‐‐locations where older rocks are thrust over younger
rocks. Fold noses are also prospective locations for orogenic gold ore shoots.
Additional reconnaissance prospecting and 2595 meters of mechanized trenching on mineral zones identified by
rock and soil sampling are recommended to better define drill targets. To help the in‐field control of the
trenching and prospecting effort, the use of a field portable SWIR spectrometer is recommended to help model
the alteration mineralogy and vector the in‐field exploration.
Finally, from the data available to date, 2480 meters of drilling in seventeen shallow, angled HQ diamond core
holes are warranted. Furthermore, the use of oriented core and electronic survey methods (e.g. Reflex) are
recommended to quantify the orientation and location intercepts. As with the trenching, SWIR spectroscopy can
help control the drilling campaign in the field. This first drill program is intended to provide data for (i) a
preliminary resource estimate on El Terco, and (ii) prospect other targets at depth, particularly the bonanza
portion of the Abejas Vein and down‐dip of Peluchin which is in a prospective zone of phyllic (illite) alteration as
well as the porphyry copper potential of El Triunfo.
Detailed Phase 1 and Phase 2 budgets have been prepared. Phase 1 consists of additional prospecting, rock
sampling and geological mapping to follow‐up on anomalies defined by historic work, followed by mechanized
trenching (about $249,000 CAD). Phase 2 consists of HQ‐NQ diamond drilling, preliminary metallurgical testing
and possible resource estimation (about $683 000 CAD). Most of the Phase 2 drilling targets are already defined
by the historic percussion drilling results, but 7 of 17 planned holes will be better defined by the Phase 1
exploration program. Phase 1 is also expected to generate up to 13 new drill targets on the Property.

2.0 Introduction
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V. ("MCA") was retained by August Metal Corp. ("AGP: TSX‐V") to conduct an
independent technical review and to prepare a report in compliance with National Instrument 43‐101 ("NI 43‐101")
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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on the Las Lajas Gold Property ("the Property") in Sonora State, Mexico. The review is required by the TSX
Venture Exchange as part of the documentation required for financing the Project. AGP has announced its intent
to acquire 100% of the issued and outstanding shares in the capital of Goldzone Exploration Inc. (“Goldzone”), a
private British Columbia corporation that currently owns the Lajas Project.
The author has reviewed all of the technical information provided by Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. Sources of
data include:








A geological report by Glamis Gold (no author) dated 28 January 1995.
A quarterly report for October‐December 1999 by Minera Phelps Dodge S.A. de C.V. The Report includes
(i) a soil sample location plan by Phelps Dodge and electronic analytical data for most of the soil samples,
(ii) level plans (33 m, 116 m and 225 m) and cross‐sections for 23.4 line kilometers (6 lines) of a smooth
model inversion of an Induced Polarization‐Resistivity survey, and (iii) a geological map with rock
samples located, but no analytical data for the rock samples. Five reverse‐circulation drill holes are also
located on this map, but the drill hole logs are not available to the author.
A Technical Report by B.J. Price Geological Consultant Inc. dated June 2004.
A Technical Report by RH Russell and Associates Inc. dated April 2007.
A Preliminary Report by Ing. J. Rafael Gallardo dated January 2009.
Geochemical data and assay certificates for 580 rock samples and 1828 soil samples taken by Minera
Goldzone S.A. de C.V.

A 3 day field inspection was carried out by the author between 4 and 6 January 2010 in the company of Ing. J.
Rafael Gallardo, Don José Gastelum Gomez, Jose Vargas Gaytan and Fermin Padilla Molina. In the field, a Niton
XRF gun was used to identify sample locations, and the author collected 37 rock chip samples (numbers 25574‐
25610) to verify the general tenor of the mineralization and characterize the alteration mineralogy. Structural
measurements were collected at all measurable outcrops, and some drill‐hole collar locations were confirmed. An
inspection of different locations on the recently completed soil grids was also completed, and the author has
walked parts of these grids to ensure that sample locations are correctly reported and that appropriate material
was sampled.
In the office, the rock samples were re‐analyzed using a Niton GOLDD XRF analyzer, and inspected in the office
using a Meiji binocular microscope and Terraspec SWIR spectrometer. Petrographic descriptions and analytical
results are attached (LAJAS_MR_ROCKS_FINAL.xlsx). The samples were then re‐packaged and sent to ACME
Analytical Laboratories in Guadalajara for Au‐Ag fire assays.

3.0 Reliance on other experts
It was not within the scope of this report to examine in detail or to independently verify the legal status or
ownership of the Property. Minera Goldzone has provided copies of all title documents, but not copies of Option
Agreements or payment receipts. The author has reviewed the material made available, and checked the status
of all 7 titles on the DGM website (http://www.economia‐dgm.gob.mx), and has no reason to believe that
ownership and status are other than as has been represented, but determination of secure mineral title is solely
the responsibility of Goldzone.

4.0 Property Description and Location
The Las Lajas Gold Project is comprised of seven contiguous mining concessions totaling 16,310.4 Ha centered 15
kilometers north of the city of Navojoa, Sonora. The concessions are located using a cement monument that has
been located by a legal mine surveyor in UTM co‐ordinates, NAD27 datum. The monument must have minimum
dimensions of 0.6*0.6*1.0 meters, show the name of the concession, the surface area in the concession
application, the office where the concession is registered, and the file number. The concession boundaries are
located using polar co‐ordinates relative to the monument, and are not marked or surveyed.
The Project concessions are controlled by Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. (“Minera Goldzone”), the Mexican
subsidiary of Goldzone Exploration Inc. (“Goldzone”) a private British Columbia corporation. Three of the
concessions are wholly owned by, and four of the concessions under option to, Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. All
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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of the concessions remain valid for 50 years from the date of title as long as bi‐annual mining duties are paid in
July and January of every year (Table 4.1), and minimum annual investment requirements are met (Table 4.2).
After 50 years, the concession owner may apply for a second 50 year term. Investments made in excess of the
annual minimum may be carried forward into the following year. Expenditures that meet the investment
requirements are (Ley Minera, 1992):
Direct mining works, such as ditches, wells, slashes, tunnels and all others that contribute to geological
knowledge of the mining claim or the mining reserves;
II. Drilling;
III. Topographic, photogrammetric and geodesic surveys;
IV. Geological, geophysical and geochemical surveys;
V. Physical‐chemical analysis;
VI. Metallurgical experimentation tests;
VII. Development and rehabilitation of mining works;
VIII. Acquisition, lease and maintenance of drilling equipment and development of mining works;
IX. Acquisition, lease and maintenance of equipment for physical‐chemical laboratories and metallurgical
research;
X. Acquisition, lease and maintenance of work vehicles and for personnel transportation;
XI. Works and equipment used for job safety and the prevention of pollution or restoration of the
environment;
XII. Facilities for warehouses, offices, workshops, camp sites, dwellings and services to workers;
XIII. Acquisition, lease, construction and maintenance of works and equipment related to access roads,
generation and conduction of electric energy, extraction, conduction and storage of water and
infrastructure in general;
XIV. Acquisition, lease and maintenance of equipment for mining, hauling and general services in the mine,
and
XV. Acquisition, lease, installation and maintenance of equipment for beneficiation operations and tailings
dams.

I.

Table 4.1 Estimated Mining Duties owed for 2010 and 2011 on Las Lajas Property using rates for 2010. 1 USD=12.31 MXN
Pesos.
Title
Number
222432

Concession
Name
Midas

223475

Midas 2

215004

Surface Area
(Ha)
2913.8

Expiry Date

8505.5

10‐Jan‐55

El Peluchin

40.0

29‐Jan‐52

218814

Terco Dos

30.0

20‐Jan‐53

217412

El Terco

61.6

8‐Jul‐52

227555

El Triunfo 2

80.7

5‐Jul‐56

233931

Las Lajas

4678.7

23‐Apr‐59

TOTAL

16310.4

MEX PESOS

7‐Jul‐54

CAD

Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.

2010 1st
$ 45,805.52

2010 2nd
$

92,135.53

2011 1st
$

2011 2nd

92,135.53

$

92,135.53

$ 133,705.93

$ 133,705.93

$ 243,596.55

$

243,596.55

$

2,528.80

$

2,528.80

$

4,450.80

$

4,450.80

$

948.60

$

948.60

$

1,896.60

$

1,896.60

$

6,857.27

$

6,857.27

$

6,857.27

$

6,857.27

$

613.63

$

1,269.25

$

1,269.25

$

1,269.25

$ 23,767.97

$

23,767.97

$

35,558.38

$

35,558.38

$ 214,227.72

$ 261,213.35

$ 385,764.38

$

385,764.38

$ 17,396.52

$

$

$

31,326.28

21,212.02

31,326.28
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Table 4.2 Estimated minimum annual investment requirements for 2010 through 2011 on Las Lajas Property using rates for
2006. 1 CAD=12.31 MXN Pesos.
Title Number

Concession Name

Surface Area (Ha)

Expiry Date

222432

Midas

2913.8

7‐Jul‐54

223475

Midas 2

8505.5

10‐Jan‐55

215004

El Peluchin

40.0

29‐Jan‐52

218814

Terco Dos

30.0

20‐Jan‐53

217412

El Terco (Explotacion)

61.6

8‐Jul‐52

227555

El Triunfo 2

80.7

5‐Jul‐56

233931

Las Lajas

4678.7

23‐Apr‐59

TOTAL

16310.4

MEX PESOS
CAD

2010
$

576,276.64

2011
$

576,276.64

$ 1,684,994.90

$ 1,684,994.90

$

3,922.00

$

3,922.00

$

1,470.60

$

1,470.60

$

6,042.56

$

6,042.56

$

7,916.65

$

7,916.65

$

135,670.39

$

422,383.24

$ 2,416,293.73

$ 2,703,006.57

$

$

196,216.93

219,499.66

According to a definitive agreement signed 24 June 2010, the Vendor has granted August Metal Corp the right
and option to acquire 100% of the issued and outstanding shares in the capital of Goldzone (the "Option”) for
option payments over 5 years totaling $750,000 in cash and 5,000,000 shares. August will also issue the Vendor
5,000,000 warrants with each warrant entitling the Vendor to purchase an additional share of August at $0.20 for
two years. In addition, August will also assume the option payments on the four concessions under option to
Minera Goldzone, totaling USD$1,335,000over 6 years with $75,000 payable in 2010. August will also assume
approximately $937,320 of Goldzone’s debt incurred in the course of acquisition, maintenance and exploration of
the Property. August will satisfy $500,000 of the aforementioned debt through the issuance of 5,000,000 units at
deemed price of $0.10 to the debtors, with each unit consisting of one common share and one warrant to
purchase one additional common share at the price of $0.20 for two years. The balance of approximately
$437,320 will be payable within two years. In the event that August satisfies the Goldzone debt but does not
exercise the Option, August will have the right to acquire an undivided 51% legal and beneficial interest in the
Property upon payment to Minera Goldzone of $1,000 plus any applicable Mexican taxes for a period of six
months after any termination of the Option. The Property is subject to a 1.25% net smelter returns royalty
(“NSR”) in favor of the Optionor. Two of the concessions are also subject to a 2% NSR in favor of the previous
property owner, of which 1.25% can be purchased for $2 million. The other mineral concessions under option to
Minera Goldzone are subject to a 1% or 1.5% NSR and all the NSRs can be purchased outright for a total of
USD$1,950,000.
The Las Lajas property area is sparsely populated. Small settlements occur at Las Lajas, Navomora and
Barebampo. Much of the area serves as rangeland and a number of small dams seasonally store water. Surface
land rights on the area to be affected by the proposed exploration are owned mainly by individual ranchers.
There are no known environmental liabilities on the Property. Mechanized trenching, road building and
exploration drilling may require a permit issued by Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales
("SEMARNAT") if the Project does not conform to the NOM‐120‐SEMARNAT‐1997 (Norma Oficial Mexicana
NOM‐120‐SEMARNAT, 1997 [1998]). In this case, the minimum requirement is to submit the "Informe
Preventivo”, a report that states the measures that will be used by the Company to minimize environmental
impacts.
Minera Goldzone’s Project conforms to the NOM‐120, and legally, Minera Goldzone does not require a drilling
permit, nor is it required to file the Informe Preventivo with SEMARNAT (Acuerdo que modifica la Norma Oficial
Mexicana NOM‐120‐SEMARNAT‐1997, [2004]). However, at any time, SEMARNAT and/or PROFEPA (the
environmental enforcement authority) may inspect mining and exploration projects, and can request
documentation from the Company showing compliance with environmental laws.
In practice, it is simpler to prepare and submit the Informe Preventivo, and Minera Goldzone submitted this
Report for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 work plans to SEMARNAT 31 March 2010. As required by the format of the
Informe Preventivo, the written authorizations of all surface landowners to be affected by the exploration plan
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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have been granted to Minera Goldzone, and are appended in this Report, along with the legal descriptions and
location plans of their properties (Minera Goldzone, 2010). This authorization actually protects the landowners
from any potential environmental liabilities that could arise from Minera Goldzone’s exploration activities.
To date, Minera Goldzone has not received a drilling permit derived from its Informe Preventivo, nor is one
expected as SEMARNAT is not legally required to respond to Project descriptions that conform to the NOM‐120.

Fig. 4.1 General location map of the Property. Las Lajas is located about 15 kilometers north of Navojoa in the State of Sonora, Republic of Mexico.

Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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Fig. 4.2 Concession map of the Property showing historic mine workings, quartz veins (red) and RC drill holes LAR99‐1 to LAR99‐5. The Rio Mayo is
in the southeast corner of Midas 2. Heavy brown lines are small dams. Goldzone concessions are navy, third party concessions are magenta.

Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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5.0 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and
Physiography
Access to the Property is via a system of all‐weather country roads used by local cattle ranchers which branch east
off the four lane Pan‐American Highway 15 approximately 5 kilometers from the northern limit of Navojoa. The
larger city of Ciudad Obregon is situated approximately 65 kilometers to the northwest of Navojoa, and the state
capital of Hermosillo, is located about 225 kilometers to the northwest. A major railway follows the Pan American
Highway into the Unites States to the north, and to other locations in the south.
The Property is located in the Sonoran Desert on the boundary between the Pacific coastal plain and the Sierra
Madre Occidental in an area of low topographic relief. Elevations on the Property are generally less than 120
meters above sea level, with two isolated hills up to 280 meters high. The southern margin of the Property
overlaps the Rio Mayo, a major southwesterly trending river. The Adolfo Ruiz Cortinez dam, a large structure
used for power generation and agriculture, is located 37 km northeast of Navojoa on the Rio Mayo.
The climate is very hot and dry, with less than 300 mm of precipitation annually, and daily temperatures higher
than 22ºC at mid‐day. From December to March, frontal storms from North Pacific Ocean occasionally bring
widespread, gentle rain. From July to mid‐September, the summer monsoon brings surges of wet tropical air and
frequent but localized violent thunderstorms.
Vegetation consists of low trees that are mainly less than 15 meters tall, and several species of cacti. Trees
observed by the author on the Property include: Palo de Hierro, Mesquite, Palo Verde and Huizache. Cactus
plants observed include: Barrel cactus, Cardón cactus, Chollas and Crimson Hedgehog cactus. Maguey and
wereke plants also occur. Wild animals observed on the Property include deer, hares, coyotes, rattlesnakes,
toads, lizards, tusas, sopilotes, aguilas, and bobcats.
Navojoa is a small city of about 170 000 persons and has all facilities and supplies necessary for carrying out
exploration. Hermosillo is an important base for assay laboratories, drilling contractors, technical services firms
and other mining support companies. Power lines with industrial capability are situated near the Sonora Highway,
approximately 5 kilometers from the Property boundary. Water for exploration drilling can likely be obtained
from private wells in the area, either from the local surface owners or by drilling water wells. Alternatively, water
may be obtained by trucking from the Rio Mayo. The nearest community of miners is located at Alamos.

6.0 History
There are five significant historic mine workings on the Property: two sub‐vertical shafts of unknown depth on
the Abejas Vein, a 75 meter long open cut/stope on the Peluchin Vein, a 30 meter long decline down‐dip of the El
Triunfo structure, and a 30 meter deep shaft (Pozo del Gringo) west of the El Terco Veins. Alluvial gold occurs in
stream drainages on the Property, and gold placers have been worked intermittently by local gambusinos in the
rainy season.
In 1986, Don José Gastelum‐Gomez crushed and panned a sample of grey quartz chips from the soil excavated by
a colony of tusas (desert rodents) on the El Terco Property. Using mercury to amalgamate the gold, he recovered
about 25 grams of precious metal from the sample. Following the assay, he excavated a hole about 1.5 meters
deep, and exposed the mineralized structure. Between 1986 and 1998, Don José and up to 50 other local
gambusinos worked in the area, dug several holes, and may have produced as much as 150 kg of gold (Gallardo‐
Romero, 2009).
Field personnel for FMC Gold first examined the property area in 1991. FMC showed data to Stan Keith who
determined that the geochemical data strongly resembled the Mesquite model in the Magma‐Metal Series
Classification developed by MagmaChem Exploration, Inc. (Russell, 2007). The classification system is
proprietary, and the author of this Report does not have access to it. The Mesquite mine is in California, about
230 kilometers northeast of San Diego, and is currently owned and operated by New Gold (NGD‐T, NGD‐X
Northern Miner, 25 January 2010).
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Following sample collection and field visits with Stan Keith in 1994, Phelps Dodge staked the property later that
year, basing their acquisition of the property on the Magmachem's "Mesquite gold deposit" exploration model. In
1994, Glamis Gold obtained an option on the La Balvaneda concession (now the El Terco concessions). They
collected a total of 60 rock chip‐channel samples from mineralized outcrops and 60 dump samples. Values of
more than 10 g/t Au occurred in some rock samples, and the prospecting program was followed up by 1420
meters of percussion drilling in 48 twenty‐two to thirty meter long holes over an area 500 meters long by 300
meters wide centered on the El Terco claim post. The best overall result was 12 meters of 1.86 g/t Au in Hole 40.
At the end of the program, Minera Glamis decided to return the Property to the owners (Minera Glamis, 1995).
In 1998‐1999, Minera Phelps Dodge Mexico completed 28 km2 of geological mapping centered on what is now the
Midas concession, 1799 soil samples (analytical data recovered for 1535 samples), rock sampling (no analytical
data recovered) and 23.4 line kilometers of induced polarization/resistivity geophysics (printed maps available). In
the fall of 1999, they had planned 1750 meters of drilling in 7 holes. Of the planned work, 1132 m in 5 reverse‐
circulation drill holes was actually completed. Of these holes, LAR99‐1 intercepted 4.5 g/t Au between 40 and 42
meters (Thoman and Rodriguez, 1999). The author of this report does not have access to the original drill logs,
but partial assay data for holes 1, 2 and 3 are recorded in the Appendix of Russell's report (Russell, 2007). Shortly
after the drilling program, Phelps Dodge abandoned most of its interests in Mexico.
In June of 2000, the property was examined by B. J. Price Geological for King Midas Resources. In 2004, the
Report was updated for Big Bar Gold Corporation (Price, 2004). During this period, the Property consisted of the
Midas concession, which was owned by Minera King Midas S.A. de C.V., a Mexican subsidiary of King Midas
Resources.
In 2007, RH Russell and Associates Inc. were retained to write an updated Technical Report on the Property which
now consisted of the Midas and Midas 2 Lots (Russell, 2007). Big Bar Resources Corporation (formerly Big Bar
Corporation) entered into an agreement with King Midas Resources Limited and Minera King Midas, S.A. de C.V.,
on February 13, 2004 to acquire a 100% interest in the Las Lajas Property. Under the terms of the agreement, Big
Bar paid King Midas a total of US$20,000 in cash and issued 500,000 shares of Big Bar stock to King Midas. Big
Bar then entered into an agreement to sell a 100% undivided interest in the Las Lajas property to Goldzone
Exploration Inc. on July 5, 2006, subject to a 2% net smelter returns royalty (“NSR”).
Between 2007 and 2010, Minera Goldzone completed additional concession applications, and optioned the El
Terco, Terco Dos, El Triunfo 2 and the Peluchin concessions to form the Property package that is now the subject
of this Report (Tables 4.1, 4.2 and Fig. 4.2).
In the first half of 2008, Minera Goldzone S.A. de C.V. completed a campaign of surface prospecting and sampling
(452 rock samples). The highlight of that program was the discovery of high‐grade gold (88.7 g/t Au and 234 g/t
Ag, sample LGZ 258) in a sub‐cropping boulder of quartz‐hematite southwest of the Phelps Dodge soil grid. In
2009, the rock sampling campaign was followed up by additional rock sampling (126 samples) as well as 1877 new
soil samples in two new grids on targets defined by the 2008 campaign. Data for a total of 3412 soil samples and
580 rock samples are now compiled for the Property.

7.0 Geological Setting
7.1 Regional Geology
The only published geological map for the area is the 1:250 000 map by the Servicio Geologico Mexicano (Fig. 7.1).
Their map shows that the Las Lajas Property overlaps a metamorphic core complex of Paleozoic age that is
intruded by Cretaceous granodiorite plutons. The older rocks are overlain unconformably by Tertiary
conglomerates and volcanic rocks.
In this part of Sonora, Paleozoic metamorphic rocks define the southern part of the Cortes Terrane (Fig. 7.2;
Centeno‐Garcia et al., 2008). The Cortes Terrane is interpreted as an autochthonous terrane to North America,
which probably evolved at the margin of the Caborca Terrane. It is made up of a thick succession of Paleozoic
deep marine turbidites that were thrust over platform limestones of the Caborca Terrane, just south of
Hermosillo. The Cortes terrane is interpreted as continental‐slope deposits, and is considered to be the southern
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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extension of Paleozoic cordilleran eugeoclinal deposits from Nevada and California. The contact between the
Cortes and the Tahue Subterrane of the Guerrero Composite Terrane to the south is inferred to be a northward‐
verging Late Cretaceous thrust fault located about 50 kilometers south of Navojoa (Centeno‐Garcia et al.,2008).
The Tahue Terrane contains the oldest rocks found so far in the Guerrero Composite Terrane. The basement of
the Tahue Terrane is composed of Early Paleozoic accreted oceanic island‐arc volcano‐sedimentary rocks of the El
Fuerte Metamorphic Complex. From the base upwards, the principal (protolith) lithologies are: (i) thinly laminated
graphitic mudstone, (ii) thinly bedded limestone, chert and sandstone, (iii) intercalated marine rhyolitic and
andesitic lavas overlain by, (iv) quartz‐rich sandstone, limestone, and thinly bedded mudstone (Mullan, 1978). The
sedimentary rocks contain Ordovician conodants (Centeno‐Garcia et al., 2008). All of these components are
deformed and metamorphosed to greenschist facies.
The El Fuerte Complex is overlain by Pennsylvanian to Permian deep‐marine sedimentary rocks of the San Jose de
Gracia Formation. These deep marine turbidites are strongly deformed, but do not show the metamorphism of
the El Fuerte complex (Centeno‐Garcia et al., 2008).

7.2 Property Geology
Minera Phelps Dodge Mexico did detailed mapping of the property in an attempt to define the geological
framework of the gold mineralization. They defined several mappable units: (i) quartz‐biotite schist/gneiss, (ii)
quartz‐sericite schist with some quartzite, (iii) quartz‐chlorite schist and amphibolite, (iv) thinly bedded
argillaceous limestones. The mapped lithologies might be more consistent with descriptions of the basement of
the Tahue Terrane than published descriptions of the Caborca Terrane. Map patterns and structural
measurements imply that the formations strike easterly and are folded about easterly trending fold axes (F1), and
possibly thrust faulted (Fig. 7.3).
The supracrustal rocks are intruded by: (i) foliated, pre or syn‐tectonic monzodiorite porphyry, and (ii) non‐
foliated granodiorite and quartz‐monzonite. Aplitic sills that follow foliation planes in the metamorphic rocks
have also been observed.
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Fig. 7.1 Regional geological map of the Lajas Property (third party owners in magenta), 1:250 000 scale (Servicio Geologico Mexicano, 2002). P(?)E‐
MCz = Paleozoic schists and limestones, KsTeGr‐Gd = Cretaceous granite and granodiorite, TMB‐A=Tertiary basalt and andesite, TMTRB=Tertiary
rhyolite tuff and basalt, QptCgp‐ar=Quaternary conglomerates.
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Fig. 7.2 Terrane map of Sonora and Sinaloa from Centeno‐Garcia et al.(2008). Las Lajas (LAJAS) is apparently located over a window of the Cortes
Terrane. However, detailed mapping of this window by Phelps Dodge shows that the rock‐types might be more consistent with those described in
the basement of the Tahue terrane, and perhaps the boundary between Tahue and Caborca is more complex than shown on this map.
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Fig. 7.3 Geological map of the Las Lajas Property, modified from Thoman and Rodriguez (1999).
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8.0 Deposit Types
Three mineral deposit types have been observed on the Property: (i) orogenic lode gold‐quartz veins and silicified
zones in the metamorphic rocks (e.g. El Terco and Peluchin), (ii) porphyry‐copper mineralization in foliated
monzodiorite porphyries that intrude the metamorphic rocks (e.g. El Triunfo), and, (iii) open‐space filling,
epithermal quartz veins and breccias, also hosted in the metamorphic rocks (e.g. Abejas Veins).

8.1 Orogenic Lode Gold Deposits
Orogenic lode gold provinces are associated with accretionary orogens (accretion of one or more allochtonous
terranes and oceanic crust to continental margin). Examples include: (i) the Russian Far East, (ii) Victoria,
Australia, (iii) Shandong, China and, (iv) the North American Cordillera. In these orogens, significant gold
deposits are located proximal to major accretionary boundary structures. They are mostly sited in lower to
medium greenschist facies metamorphosed turbiditic rocks associated with, or underlain by, volcanogenic rocks
of bimodal character (Bierlein and Crowe, 2000).
Imaging of gold and other trace elements in pyrite from orogenic gold deposits shows that sulfur, arsenic and gold
is introduced into the sedimentary host rock as syn‐genetic and diagenetic gold‐bearing arsenian pyrite, with the
sulfur produced by a mixture of both hydrothermal reduction and bacterial reduction of seawater sulfate (Chang
et al., 2010). During metamorphism, gold, arsenic and iron in the early pyrite is released to the metamorphic fluid,
and re‐deposited as native gold with and within coarsely crystalline pyrite, arsenopyrite, and quartz in pressure
shadows (fold noses) and structurally prepared sites (faults). Ore deposition occurs over a temperature range of
150ºC to 450ºC and a depth range between 2 km and 6 km (near the brittle‐ductile transition). The hydrothermal
fluids are weakly saline (up to 6 wt% NaCl2), contain up to 50 mole % CO2, and the dominant gold‐carriers are
bisulfide complexes (not chloride brines).
Important exploration features of orogenic lode gold deposits are (Bierlein and Crowe, 2000):







The principal ore mineral is native gold that contains less than 10% silver (the gold does NOT occur in
electrum).
Associated ore minerals include arsenopyrite and pyrite. Sometimes trace amounts of chalcopyrite,
galena, sphalerite and stibnite occur, but the total sulfide content is usually less than 5%. Metal and
mineral zoning is not significant.
Gold and associated sulfides occur in quartz that can be associated with carbonate, feldspar, mica and
tourmaline.
The veins occur in high‐angle reverse faults (thrusts). These thrusts represent second order faults and
splays which develop in the hangingwall of long‐lived translithospheric structures. Ore formation
commonly correlates to a change from compressional to transpressional kinematics along these first‐
order structures. In Mexico, this change occurred in the Late Cretaceous.
Wall‐rock alteration is extensively developed, and alteration mineral assemblages include: phyllic,
argillic, propylitic and sodic.

8.2 Porphyry Copper Deposits
Porphyry deposits are characterized by polymetallic sulfide and oxide ore minerals in veinlets and disseminations
in large volumes of hydrothermally altered rock (on the order of 0.25 km3) . They occur in orogenic belts
worldwide, and are genetically, spatially and temporally related to hypabyssal dioritic to granitic intrusions that
are porphyritic and commonly have an aplitic groundmass. Porphyry deposits are grouped into classes based on
the economically dominant metal in the deposit. In turn, metal assemblages are correlated to intrusion type and
tectonic setting. At El Triunfo, surface geochemistry implies that copper is the principal ore metal. It occurs in
veins and stockworks that are hosted in the porphyritic phase of a monzodiorite pluton.
Alteration related to porphyry systems is complex, and is affected by at least four major variables: (i) temperature,
(ii) pressure, (iii) chemical composition of the ore fluid, wall rock and external fluids and (iv) structural style (e.g.
veins or breccias). In general, there can be: (i) a potassic, higher temperature core marked by secondary biotite
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and K‐feldspar, (ii) phyllic alteration assemblages marked by muscovite and pyrite that reflect higher water‐rock
ratios and (iii) distal propylitic alteration zones that contain chlorite and epidote. Condensation of hot vapor in
rocks overlying porphyries results in the formation of extensive lithocaps of quartz, pyrite and clays.

8.3 Epithermal Silver‐Gold Deposits
Most of the known economic epithermal precious metal deposits occur in Tertiary volcanic rocks, both in arcs and
in post‐arc extensional settings. Important characteristics of epithermal deposits include:










High grades of Au and Ag.
Anomalous concentrations of Sb, As, Hg, Pb, Zn, Cu and other metals.
Ore minerals include native gold, electrum, acanthite, tetrahedrite, ruby silver, sphalerite, galena and
chalcopyrite.
Mineral and metal zoning is significant from base metal‐rich roots to gold rich bonanza zones to silver‐
rich zones above the bonanza zones.
Gangue minerals include quartz, calcite, barite, clay, sericite, chlorite and epidote.
Most known deposits are vetiform, but stockworks, breccias and disseminated deposits also occur.
They are associated with significant alteration zones (“color anomalies”) and lithocaps.
Exposure of ore zones is usually poor as the dominant dimension is down‐dip or down plunge of the ore
shoot. The down‐dip extent of ore zones ranges from 200 meters on low sulfidation systems to more
than 1200 meters in intermediate sulfidation systems.
Minerals are deposited in open spaces, and have characteristic textures (e.g. colloform banded and
cockscomb textures are typical).

Alteration mineral assemblages indicate temperatures of deposition between 100 and 300ºC. Typical alteration
types include: (i) proximal propylite, (ii) distal zones of clay alteration and (iii) unmineralized, but related zones of
steam‐heated alteration or “lithocaps”.
Several sub‐classes of epithermal deposits are recognized: (i) low sulfidation, (ii) intermediate sulfidation and (iii)
high sulfidation. Having said that, different classes of deposit may occur in the same camp, and some styles may
overprint earlier styles. In the Abejas Veins, textures and mineral assemblages typical of intermediate sulfidation
epithermal deposits have been observed.

9.0 Mineralization
9.1 El Terco Orogenic Au
El Terco is a gold‐rich silicified zone that trends NNE and dips moderately WNW. Mineralization has been partially
exposed over an area 600 meters long and 200 meters wide by numerous shallow artisanal mines and a 30 meter
deep shaft (Pozo del Gringo). Gold occurs in grey, silicified zones hosted in fractured quartz‐chlorite schist with
thinly bedded limestone. The quartz is massive, grey and clear, and appears to mainly replace the carbonate
component of the metasedimentary rocks. Open‐space filling textures are notably absent. On surface, sulfides
are oxidized, but some fresh rock in the dump next to Pozo El Gringo contains about 3% disseminated
arsenopyrite.
Minera Goldzone has collected 88 rock chip‐channel and grab samples from El Terco. The best overall result is
7.04 g/t Au across 1 m from a sample just west of Glamis percussion hole #30. Of the 88 samples, 13 (15%) contain
more than 1 g/t Au, and the average result of all 88 samples was 0.64 g/t Au.
Minera Camargo collected 11 rock chip‐channel and grab samples from El Terco, and these verify the general
tenor of Goldzone's results. The best result from Camargo's sample set was 2.94 g/t Au across 1.2 meters from
Prospecto Don Jose (sample 25574, Fig. 9.1), and the average result of all 11 samples was 1.0 g/t Au. East of El
Terco, sub cropping green oxides (possibly chlorargyrite) in hematitic quartz boulders yielded markedly
anomalous silver values of 1285 g/t silver.
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The Camargo samples were analyzed with a Terraspec spectrometer which measures reflectance spectra in the
region 350 to 2400 nm (Hauff, 2005). El Terco is characterized by a propylitic alteration assemblage of chlorite,
illite, mixed layer illite/Smectite, calcite and quartz with hematite. These minerals are deposited by near‐neutral
fluids at temperatures ranging from 250ºC to 150ºC. Sample 25574, the sample with the highest gold
concentration, contains moderately crystalline illite whereas samples with lower gold values are marked by poorly
crystalline clays and mixed‐layer clays.

9.2 El Peluchin Orogenic Au
El Peluchin is a historic open‐cut mine about 80 meters long, one to 3 meters wide, and has been stoped out to a
depth of about 20 meters (Fig. 9.3). Mineralization occurs in grey quartz veins hosted in muscovite schist. The
veins strike northwesterly and dip moderately southwest. Outside the stope, exposure of the Peluchin zone is
poor, but markedly anomalous gold‐in soil geochemistry implies that the Peluchin veins may extend as far as 1500
meters to the northwest. The soil geochemistry also implies that parallel structures to Peluchin might occur
about 1 kilometer to the northeast and 600 meters to the southwest.
Minera Goldzone has collected 10 rock samples from Peluchin Stope, and these have an average value of 0.86 g/t
Au and 3.9 g/t Ag. Camargo's check samples (25591 and 25592) were cut across a pillar in the center of the open
cut, and across quartz‐veins in the hangingwall to the west. Together, these have a composite value of 0.31 g/t
Au across 4.2 meters.
Phelps Dodge drilled 1132 meters in 5 reverse‐circulation drill holes in the Peluchin area, mainly to test
geophysical targets in areas of anomalous gold geochemistry. Of these, four holes were drilled vertically with
poor results. One angle hole drilled (correctly) under Peluchin Stope (LAR 99‐1) returned values of 1.8 g/t Au
across 6 meters between 38 and 44 meters down‐hole. There is a high probability that the other four holes were
simply drilled between mineralized structures.
Several dump samples were analyzed with the Terraspec to determine the alteration mineralogy. The Peluchin
samples are characterized by well‐defined illite spectra with minor jarosite (argillic alteration). Well‐crystallized
illite or sericite is deposited by near‐neutral fluids at temperatures ranging from 300ºC to 200ºC. The Peluchin
alteration mineralogy defines a vector that is hotter at El Peluchin than at El Terco.
About 2.7 kilometers southwest of Peluchin, Minera Goldzone discovered a sub cropping boulder of quartz‐
hematite with 88.7 g/t Au and 234 g/t Ag (Fig. 9.4; sample LGZ‐258). Minera Camargo confirmed the high‐grade
result (sample 25593), and analyzed the mineralogy with the Terraspec. Alteration minerals in the boulder are
mainly crystalline nontronite (iron‐smectite) and argentojarosite (silver‐rich jarosite). Smectites form at
temperatures of less than 225ºC from near‐neutral solutions. The alteration style is propylitic, similar to that
documented at El Terco.

9.3 El Triunfo Porphyry‐Cu Zone
The main decline at El Triunfo is 30 meters long, driven towards 240º, and occurs 1.3 kilometers WNW of El
Peluchin Stope. While this is the largest historic working at El Triunfo, it appears to be some kind of exploration
working as there are no production stopes. The El Triunfo porphyry zone is defined by several other small
prospect pits over 500 meters of strikelength along a NNW trending zone that dips moderately southwest.
Mineralization consists of copper‐rich chrysocolla and chalcocite that is hosted in foliation parallel fractures in
propylitic‐altered, feldspar porphyritic monzodiorite and in the older schists (Fig. 9.7). The monzodiorite is
foliated, so it is pre or syn‐tectonic. The average result of 12 Goldzone samples from different prospects on the El
Triunfo structure is 0.38% Cu, 0.15% Zn, 5.9 g/t Ag and 0.1 g/t Au. The high Zn/Zn+Cu values and propylitic
alteration imply that peripheral/upper parts of the porphyry are exposed, and that potassic alteration with higher
copper and possibly gold grades may occur at depth.
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9.4 Abejas Epithermal Ag‐Au
Spectacular, easterly trending intermediate sulfidation epithermal quartz veins and breccias outcrop
discontinuously over a 1.3 kilometer long strikelength about 1.8 kilometers east of the El Terco monument. The
veins and breccias are hosted in thinly bedded limestones and intercalated schists that strike easterly and dip
moderately to the north. In general, the mineralization is guided by the stratigraphic orientation, but it is not
confined to bedding/foliation planes. There are two historic mine shafts located along the central 275 meters of
an ore shoot where most of the quartz veining and brecciation seems to be focused.
Minera Goldzone has collected 8 rock samples from the Abejas Vein. The average result of these is 70 g/t Ag, 0.66
g/t Au, 1.3% Zn, 0.3% Pb and 0.05% Cu. Minera Camargo sampled the dumps from the two shafts as the dump
material is fresher than the surface outcrops, and would hopefully be more representative of the material
targeted by the miners. The westernmost sample contains 1103 g/t Ag and 0.79 g/t Au (sample 25609), and the
easternmost sample contains bonanza grades of 46.87 g/t Au and 56 g/t Ag (Figs 9.9 and 9.10; sample 25610).
SWIR spectrometry of samples from the Abejas and other epithermal style veins to the north shows that the
alteration mineralogy of the samples is mainly illite, as would be expected in a high‐grade vein, although alunite
(aluminum sulfate) was found in one sample, and barite (barium sulfate) was found in the sample from the eastern
dump on the Abejas Vein. The presence of sulfates with the epithermal ores implies that the ore fluids had a high
oxygen fugacity, a characteristic of hydrothermal fluids fluid with a magmatic component. The presence of
alunite in veins hosted in schist implies that at least some fluids were acid rather than neutral.

Fig. 9.1. Prospecto Don Jose on the El Terco structure. Check
sample 25574 yield 2.94 g/t Au across 1.2m

Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.

Fig. 9.2. Photomicrograph of native gold from the dump below
sample site 25583. X‐ray measurements of the gold show that it
consists of 95% gold and 5% silver. Low silver contents are
characteristic of orogenic lode gold deposits.
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Fig. 9.3. El Peluchin Stope.

Fig. 9.4 Boulder with high‐grade gold and silver. Check
sample 25593 contains 86.09 g/t Au and 277 g/t Ag.

Fig. 9.5 Panned gold from a crushed sample of 25593.

Fig. 9.6 Silicified schist with values of 0.37 g/t Au and 27 g/t Ag
across 0.8 meters (sample 25587).

Fig. 9.7.El Triunfo Porphyry Cu prospect. Mineralization consists of
foliation parallel chalcocite and chrysocolla veinlets hosted in
propylitic altered, feldspar porphyritic monzodiorite.

Fig. 9.8 Epithermal quartz with characteristic brecciation and open‐
space filling textures hosted in graphitic schist from a structure 1.4
kilometers northwest of the Abejas Vein. Silver and gold values for
this sample were below detection (sample 25607), but the SWIR
spectra show that this sample contains alunite (aluminum sulfate).

Fig. 9.9 Shaft on the Epithermal Abejas Vein. A sample of the
dump yielded bonanza grade results of 46.87 g/t Au and 56 g/t Au
(sample 25610). There is a large bee's nest in this shaft.

Fig. 9.10 Photomicrograph of bladed barite (barium sulfate) in
sample 25610.

10.0 Exploration
Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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10.1 Geochemistry
In 1999, Minera Phelps Dodge Mexico collected 1799 soil samples on lines spaced 200 meters apart with individual
samples spaced at 50 meters along the lines. Of these, multi‐element and gold concentration data are available
for 1535 samples. Between 2008 and 2009, Minera Goldzone collected 580 surface rock chip‐channel samples
from mineralized outcrops on the Property. In late 2009, Minera Goldzone completed 1877 new soil samples in
two new grids on targets defined by the rock sampling campaign. Summary statistics for soils and rocks are in
Tables 10.1 and 10.2 respectively.
The author analyzed the population statistics for gold in soils, and determined that values below 93 ppb Au are
probably non‐anomalous, and reflect the high background gold values of the metasedimentary bedrock.
Moderately anomalous gold values range from 94 ppb to 235 ppb Au, and markedly anomalous gold values are
higher than 235 ppb Au. An interpretation showing the gold anomalies is plotted in Fig. 10.1. This map shows
that the largest continuous anomaly for gold is centered north of El Peluchin in the area that was drill‐tested by
Phelps Dodge. Other important gold anomalies are defined at Peluchin West (the Goldzone grid area) and west
of El Terco.
Table 10.1 Summary statistics for 3412 soil samples collected on the Property between 1999 and 2009.

Au (ppb)

As (ppm)

Sb (ppm)

Cu (ppm)

Pb (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

1855

1400

66

2398

350

1799

Arithmetic Mean

36

87

3

56

13

91

Standard Deviation

Maximum

72

96

3

56

18

74

th

20

63

2

51

10

83

th

75 percentile

38

110

3

71

15

107

90th percentile

50 percentile

72

172

5

93

22

135

th

106

249

7

109

33

166

th

290

466

14

170

80

344

95 percentile
99 percentile

Table 10.2 Summary statistics for 580 rock samples collected on the Property by Minera Goldzone between 2008 and 2009.

Au (g/t)
Maximum

As (ppm)

Sb (ppm)

Ag (g/t)

Cu (ppm)

Pb (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

88.70

32800

1810

331

23300

16200

39500

Arithmetic Mean

0.45

559

12

3

188

142

293

Standard Deviation

3.90

2166

86

19

1241

905

2484

50 percentile

0.02

60

3

0

35

8

36

75th percentile

0.07

214

8

1

70

19

71

90th percentile

th

0.42

890

16

2

169

60

155

th

1.25

2520

28

5

388

155

278

th

7.31

10280

94

55

3919

5000

4639

95 percentile
99 percentile
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Fig. 10.1 Map of soil and rock geochemistry for gold. Camargo's check samples are in orange triangles. Peluchin West is the new grid southwest of
Peluchin.
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10.2 Induced Polarization/Resistivity Geophysical Surveys
In 1998, Durango Geophysics completed 23.4 line kilometers of induced polarization/resistivity geophysics over
the Las Lajas property in 6 widely spaced lines. The results were interpreted by Mark Thoman of Minera Phelps
Dodge Mexico from plans and pseudo‐sections, and several targets selected for drilling. Drill holes LAR99‐2, 3
and 5 were drilled into IP anomalies with negative results for gold, but positive results for barren, arsenic‐bearing
pyrite in schist.
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Fig. 10.2 Map of Apparent Resistivity.
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Fig. 10.3 Map of chargeability.
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11.0 Drilling
To date, neither Minera Goldzone nor August Metal Corporation has completed any drilling.

11.1 Percussion Drilling
Minera Glamis completed 1420 meters of percussion drilling in 48 twenty‐two to thirty meter long, vertical holes
over an area 500 meters long by 300 meters wide centered on the El Terco claim post between 10 August and 2
September 1994 (Fig. 11.1). Cuttings were collected every three meters and bagged for gold assay. Descriptions
of the drilling and sampling procedures are not otherwise documented in their Report (Minera Glamis, 1995). A
summary of the results is in Table 11.1, and the best overall result was 12 meters of 1.86 g/t Au in Hole 40. The
true with of these intercepts is not known for the reasons detailed in Section 12.3.
Table 11.1 Summary of results from the 1994 percussion drilling campaign (Minera Glamis, 1995)

Hole ID

From(m)

To(m)

Interval*

Au g/t)

2

12

15

3

0.32

4

0

3

3

4.00

13

27

30

3

1.85

14

0

3

3

1.19

19

6

12

6

0.58

19

18

27

9

0.37

30

0

6

6

0.95

35

9

12

3

0.53

38

21

27

6

1.68

39

21

30

9

1.73

40

15

27

12

1.86

41

27

30

3

0.29

46

0

3

3

0.38

48

15

18

3

0.62

49

3

6

3

0.40

51

6

12

6

0.70

53

15

21

6

0.29

*The true width of these intercepts is not known for the reasons detailed in Section 12.3.
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Fig. 11.1 Location plan for Glamis percussion drill holes, numbered in black with yellow highlighter. Surface measurements and drill hole intercepts
imply that mineralization (red) occurs in foliation parallel veins. Proposed drill holes are in green.
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Fig. 11.2 Cross‐section showing PDH3 and historic results from Glamis Gold. Vertical drill holes are not recommended for testing steeply dipping
vein sets as the results can be patchy.

11.2 Reverse‐Circulation Drilling
In the fall of 1999 Minera Phelps Dodge drilled 1132 m in 5 reverse‐circulation drill holes (Fig. 4.2 and 10.1) . Of
these holes, LAR99‐1 intercepted 4.5 g/t Au between 40 and 42 meters, and LAR99‐2 intercepted 2 meters of 620
ppb Au between 200 and 202 meters (Thoman and Rodriguez, 1999). The author of this report does not have
access to the original drill logs, but partial assay data are recorded in the Appendix of Russell's report (Russell,
2007). All drill holes except for LAR99‐1 were drilled vertically. A cross‐section of LAR99‐1 (Fig. 11.3) implies that
mineralization is controlled by southwesterly dipping structures, and that the vertical drill holes could have easily
been drilled between mineralized structures.
The assays for the reverse circulation drill holes are probably not quantitative (Section 12.4), and further work is
required to determine the true width and grade of mineralized intercepts.
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Fig. 11.3 Cross‐section showing RC drill hole LAR99‐1 and proposed drill holes 6 and 7, looking northwest.

12.0 Sampling Method and Approach
12.1 Soil Samples
On the Property, B‐horizon residual soil samples were collected using northeasterly oriented survey grids over a
22.8 km2 area. Tight‐chained and slope‐corrected lines were cut using a Silva sighting compass and pre‐
determined GPS waypoints plotted on a topographic base map for survey control. The distance between samples
was 25 m for Goldzone, and 50 m for Phelps Dodge. Goldzone used 50 meter line spacing, and Phelps Dodge used
200 meter line spacing. Goldzone marked each site with a pink flag, a numbered and painted stake and a metal
tag with the sample number was recorded on a metal tag and rolled onto a nearby twig. The Phelps Dodge
sample sites are 11 years old, and the markings are no longer apparent.
For the Goldzone grids, samples were collected by cleaning the organics off the sample site, then digging a small
pit with a shovel to a depth of 20‐30 cm into the B‐horizon. The samplers were trained how to identify the B
horizon, and instructed not wear any metal jewelry to avoid sample contamination. About 1 kg of material was
collected from the bottom of the sample pit and put in a Kraft paper soil envelope with a numbered tag. Phelps
Dodge procedures are not documented, but were probably similar.
The author has walked over parts of the grid, and verified that the Goldzone samples are located correctly, and
that appropriate material was sampled.
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Summary distribution statistics for the Phelps Dodge and the Minera Goldzone soil samples are similar for gold,
arsenic and base metals. Therefore, the data are believed to be representative and reliable (Section 14).

12.2 Rock Samples
An area of 42.8 km2 of the Property has been prospected by Minera Goldzone with rock geochemistry. Several
types of rock samples were used in the evaluation of the Property, and these are listed in Table 12.1. For all types
of samples, about 2 kilograms of rock chips were collected in a double‐bagged plastic sample bag with a
numbered tag. Samplers were instructed not to wear metal jewelry to avoid sample contamination.
Table 12.1 Types of rock samples used to evaluate mineral occurrences on the Property.
SAMPLE TYPE

DESCRIPTION AND COLLECTION METHOD

Grab Samples

A sample taken from an outcrop, but not oriented across a structure, and not necessarily
representative.

Float Samples

A rock sample from loose material, usually stream boulders or colluvium.

Dump Samples

Material collected from a mine dump.

Chip Samples

Oriented samples taken across a width by chipping pieces of rock approximately every 10 cm.

Chip‐Channel Samples

Oriented samples cut across a representative part of a mineralized structure using a sledgehammer
and chisel to form a continuous channel.

The author of this Report has collected 37 rock samples to verify Goldzone's results. Summary distribution
statistics for the Minera Camargo and the Minera Goldzone rock samples are similar for gold and silver. Minera
Camargo did not measure base metal concentrations as they are not that relevant to the value of the
mineralization. Therefore, the rock assay data are believed to be representative and reliable (Section 14).

12.3 Percussion Drill Samples
Minera Glamis (1995) did not document their drilling or sampling procedure(s). Nor did they specify what type of
machine was used to do the sampling, or who the contractor was. Nonetheless, the information in their Report is
consistent with using an air track (?) drill. Air track drills are designed for drilling 30 meter long blast holes for
quarrying operations, and are not designed for quantitative geological sample collection. Nonetheless, the
method is very fast, and provides qualitative, near‐surface information that can be used to design drill programs
for quantitative mineral resource and reserve estimation. The information is qualitative for the following reasons:
1.
2.

3.

A set sample length is used, so the boundaries of the mineralization are not known precisely.
The cuttings are lifted to surface using air or some other drilling fluid. When coarse gold is present, the
circulation of the fluid will cause it to settle to the bottom of the drill hole. Therefore, the gold assays of
the cuttings under‐report the amount of gold actually present.
Material from the upper parts of the hole can fall into the hole and contaminate the sample.

12.4 Reverse Circulation Drill Samples
Phelps Dodge did not document their drilling or sampling procedure beyond specifying that the holes were drilled
with a reverse‐circulation drill rig (Thoman and Rodriguez, 1999). They did not specify who the contractor was,
what drilling rates were achieved, are whether or not the drill holes intercepted the water table. The summary
files in the back of Russell's 2007 reports show that the sampling interval selected was 2 meters, which is large for
a precious metal target. No information is available about what sampling procedures were used, or how the assay
splits were prepared. Reverse circulation drilling is a percussion drill testing method, and the information is semi‐
quantitative for reasons 1 and 2 in Section 12.3.

13.0 Sample Preparation, Analysis and Security
No information regarding sample preparation, analysis or security is known for the Minera Glamis samples
(Minera Glamis, 1995).
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No information regarding sample preparation, analysis or security is known for the Phelps Dodge soil or rock
samples (Thoman and Rodriguez, 1999). Russell (2007) mentions that the Phelps Dodge soil samples were
analyzed for gold using neutrino activation (Au) 50 other elements using ICP methods by Skyline/ActLabs. The
author has not seen the signed assay certificates, but electronic data files were provided by Goldzone.
All soil and rock samples for Minera Goldzone were stored at the hotel in town with the field crews until enough
were collected to form a batch. Each batch was delivered to ALS Chemex in Hermosillo. Most ALS Chemex
laboratories are registered or are pending registration to ISO 9001:2000, and a number of analytical facilities have
received ISO 17025 accreditations for specific laboratory procedures. Sample preparation was handled exclusively
by Chemex, and no Minera Goldzone workers had access to the samples during the analysis. Soil samples were
dried at 60 degrees Celsius, then disintegrated and sieved to ‐80 mesh. The ‐80 mesh fraction was analyzed. Rock
samples were dried at 60 degrees Celsius. The dried samples were crushed, then split with a riffle splitter. 250
grams of the split sample was pulverized for analysis. Prepared pulps were shipped to Vancouver via DHL. Gold
was analyzed for 50 gram sample pulps using fire‐assay methods with an atomic absorption finish (code Au‐
AA24). Base metals were determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy (code ME‐ICP41) on
a 1 gram sample charge. Minera Goldzone did not insert standards and blanks in the sample stream to monitor
laboratory performance. However, Minera Camargo's check samples do have values similar to Minera Goldzone's,
and Minera Camargo believes that the Minera Goldzone data are reliable.
Minera Camargo collected a single batch of 37 rock samples which was shipped to Acme Laboratories in
Guadalajara via Multipack couriers from Mazatlan. Acme has a quality system compliant with the International
Standards Organization (ISO) 9001 Model for Quality Assurance and ISO/IEC 17025 General Requirements for the
Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories. Sample preparation was handled exclusively by ACME, and
no Minera Goldzone workers had access to the samples during the analysis. At the lab, the samples were dried,
crushed, split and pulverized and a thirty gram charge prepared from the pulp. The prepared pulps were shipped
to Vancouver via DHL, and fire assayed for silver and gold (code G603) at Acme's Vancouver lab.

14.0 Data Verification
The Phelps Dodge soil grid cannot be verified directly as the markings are more than 12 years old and have
weathered away. However, distribution statistics for gold are similar to those for the Minera Goldzone data, and
on that basis, are thought to be reliable.
For three days between 4 January 2010 and 7 January 2010, the author traversed most of the main showing areas,
and collected a total of 37 additional rock samples. The field observations and analytical results are in Appendix 1.
Summary distribution statistics for gold are similar to the Goldzone rock data, with the exception that Camargo's
median gold values are higher as our inspections were done in areas of known gold mineralization.
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Fig. 14.1 Box plot for Phelps Dodge gold concentration in soil.
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Fig. 14.2 Box plot for Goldzone gold concentration in soil.
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Fig. 14.3 Box plot for Goldzone gold concentration in rock.
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Fig. 14.4 Box plot for Minera Camargo gold concentration in rock.
Camargo's check samples were taken in areas of known gold
mineralization, so the median of the distribution is higher than that of
the Goldzone rocks.

15.0 Adjacent Properties
There are 4 third‐party owned concessions inside the Las Lajas Property boundary. While some of the work prior
to 2000 overlaps these Properties, neither the author nor Minera Goldzone has done much work on these other
concessions.

16.0 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing
No metallurgical testing has been done.

17.0 Mineral Resource Estimates
To the author’s knowledge, there is no gold resource or reserve calculated for the Property. However, several
significant drill hole intercepts obtained by Minera Glamis in 1994 and Phelps Dodge in 1999 suggest that there is
potential to outline a gold resource(s).

18.0 Other Relevant Data and Information
The author of this report is not aware of any additional information, the omission of which would be misleading.
While there is believed to be considerable additional geological, geophysical and geochemical information
concerning the Properties that may be in the possession of Phelps Dodge or subsidiaries or partners, in the
author’s judgment sufficient information has been supplied for this Technical Report to determine that the
Property is of merit.

19.0 Interpretation and Conclusions
Las Lajas is a highly prospective gold property located on or near the boundary between the autochthonous
Cortez Terrane and the allochthonous basement of the Tahue Subterrane of the Guerrero Superterrane. While
regional mappers consider Las Lajas to be part of the Cortez Terrane (Centeno‐Garcia et al., 2008), locally
mapped lithologies might be more typical of over thrust basement of the Tahue Terrane. In either case,
accretionary orogens (Bierlein and Crowe, 2000) are particularly prospective for Orogenic Lode Gold deposits.
The critical ore‐forming process is scavenging of syn‐sedimentary gold and other metals by deeply circulating
metamorphic fluids, and deposition of gold in structurally prepared sites (faults and fold noses) related to
deformation and orogenic uplift. In this part of Mexico, the mineralizing orogeny started in the Late Cretaceous
and continued episodically into the Tertiary. The later stages of the orogeny are related to porphyry copper and
epithermal mineralization which can overprint the earlier stage of orogenic gold deposit formation. At Las Lajas,
mineral showings related to all of these events occur, although they are not yet known to spatially overlap.
The Phelps Dodge soil geochemistry survey has provided an extremely useful database that can be used to guide
the next exploration campaign. The results were combined with Goldzone's soil surveys to generate a "gold
anomaly map".
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Results from previous drill testing have proven conclusively that gold mineralization occurs in the subsurface, but
the work is not quantitative for the reason outlined in Section 12. Furthermore, the use of vertical holes to
evaluate mineralization that dips moderately to steeply caused apparently erratic results. Nonetheless, the data
have been used to define a quantitative drilling campaign.
SWIR spectrometry shows that gold can occur in propylitic alteration zones dominated by chlorite and Fe‐
smectite, as well as in phyllic alteration zones dominated by crystalline illite. Further work is required to
determine the best vector to gold (the literature suggests that illite is the best vector, but each Property is
unique). In any case, this preliminary analysis suggests that this tool, along with crushing and panning, can be
used to direct the exploration in‐field.

20.0 Recommendations
Rock sampling, structural and geological mapping are probably the most effective surface exploration methods,
followed by drilling for subsurface ore zone definition. Further geophysical surveying is not recommended as
quartz veins and silicification zones that correlate to potential ore at Las Lajas do not have unique geophysical
properties that clearly identify them. While the IP survey completed by Phelps Dodge did generate chargeability
anomalies, these would be expected in sulfide‐rich, submarine sedimentary rocks, and many of these sulfides are
in fact barren of economic metal concentrations.
Continued geological mapping of the Property is recommended to determine the boundaries of the metamorphic
complex and better define the stratigraphy and fold geometry. A better understanding of the stratigraphy will
make it possible to identify potentially mineralized thrust faults‐‐locations where older rocks are thrust over
younger rocks. Fold noses are also prospective locations for orogenic gold ore shoots.
Additional reconnaissance prospecting and 2195 meters of mechanized trenching on mineral zones identified by
rock and soil sampling are recommended to better define drill targets. To help the in‐field control of the
trenching and prospecting effort, the use of a field portable SWIR spectrometer is recommended to model the
alteration mineralogy associated with the different styles of mineralization. Finally, the analytical program would
be strengthened considerably by adopting an industry standard QA/QC program. Mainly this will involve insertion
of standards and blanks into the sample stream, and check‐assaying of important mineralized zones and drill‐hole
intercepts.
From the data available to date, 2480 meters of drilling in fifteen shallow, angled HQ diamond core holes are
warranted. Furthermore, the use of oriented core and electronic survey methods (e.g. Reflex) are recommended
to quantify the orientation and location intercepts. As with the trenching, SWIR spectroscopy can help control the
drilling campaign in the field. This first drill program is intended to provide data for: (i) a preliminary resource
estimate on El Terco, and (ii) prospect other targets at depth, particularly the bonanza portion of the Abejas Vein
and down‐dip of Peluchin which is in a prospective zone of phyllic (illite) alteration. Finally, a first phase of
exploration drilling on the Triunfo porphyry zone is recommended.
Detailed Phase 1 and Phase 2 budgets have been prepared. Phase 1 consists of additional prospecting, rock
sampling and geological mapping to follow‐up on anomalies defined by historic work, followed by mechanized
trenching (about $249,000 CAD). Phase 2 consists of HQ‐NQ diamond drilling, preliminary metallurgical testing
and possible resource estimation (about $683 000 CAD). Most of the Phase 2 drilling targets are already defined
by the historic percussion drilling results, but 7 of 17 planned holes will be better defined by the Phase 1
exploration program. Phase 1 is also expected to generate up to 13 new drill targets on the Property.
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Table 20.1 Summary of Phase 1 Exploration Expenditures for 2010

ITEM

COST IN CAD

Reconnaissance Mapping/Prospecting

$

42,139.27

Trenching, Detailed Mapping

$

162,266.05

Subtotal

$

204,405.32

Management/Admin (15%)

$

30,660.80

CSR/Reclamation (7%)

$

14,308.37

TOTAL

$

249,374.50

*Detailed breakdown of Costs are in Appendix 3
Table 20.2 Summary of Phase 2 Exploration Expenditures

ITEM

COST IN CAD

Diamond Drilling

$

518,816.78

Petrography/Metallurgy

$

10,000.00

Reporting (Geological Modelling, Possible Resource
Estimation)

$

50,000.00

Subtotal

$

578,816.78

Management/Admin (15%)

$

86,822.52

CSR/Reclamation (3%)

$

17,364.50

TOTAL

$

683,003.80
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Fig. 20.1 Work plan for the Las Lajas Project showing planned drill holes and trenches.
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Appendix 1: Abbreviated Check Sample Listing and Assay
Certificate
SAMPLE

NAD27E

NAD27N

ELEV

DESCRIPTION

ROCKTYPE

SWIR NOTES

Ag_ppm

Au_ppm

25574

659507

3016763

97

Sample is very grungy (clay
alteration), but fresh pieces are mainly
quartz‐chlorite schist. Cross‐cut by
white calcite veinlets. Yellow
scorodite.

Schist

Features at 1416,
1912 2212 and 2343
characteristic of
crystalline illite.

<5

2.94

25575

659505

3016760

100

Silicified limestone.

Limestone

Don't see the 2200
feature ‐‐ just
quartz.

<5

0.22

25576

659506

3016761

100

Friable limestone. Calcite on fracture
surfaces.

Limestone

Probably
illite/Smectite

<5

0.03

25577

659458

3016696

103

Sample of dump near "Pozo El
Gringo". Gneissic banding with green‐
quartz‐chlorite layers. Garnet?.
About 3% disseminated arsenopyrite.
Minor RXN HCL to calcite on fracture
surfaces, but not in bulk rock.

Schist

Iron‐chlorite, with
minima at 2253 and
2348, as well as
1398. No 2200
feature (no illite).

<5

0.52

25578

659470

3016645

106

Bed of white, massive limestone in
foliated argillaceous limestone.

Limestone

Good match for
saponite Smectite,
with main features
at 1413, 1912, 2315.
The broad minima
at 2315 implies an
Fe‐saponite. Don't
see calcite at all. No
2200 feature.

<5

0.01

25579

659455

3016611

102

Siliceous white rock (silicified
limestone?). Cross‐cut by calcite
veinlets, 10% hematite oxide on
fractures.

Limestone

Deeper feature at
2211 as well as 1415,
1912 typical of illite.

<5

1.92

25580

659422

3016529

109

Sample consist of massive, smoky
grey, microcrystalline quartz with
hematite and calcite on fracture
surfaces. They grey mineral might be
very finely disseminated sulfide or
tourmaline.

Mainly see hematite
(and possibly
quartz) in the
spectra.

<5

1.74

25581

659422

3016522

109

Sample consist of massive, smoky
grey, microcrystalline quartz that has
been brecciated and has jasper and
minor calcite on fracture surfaces.
They grey mineral might be very finely
disseminated sulfide or tourmaline.
There are 1% clots of an unusual
phyllosilicate.

Calcite.

<5

1.19
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SAMPLE

NAD27E

NAD27N

ELEV

DESCRIPTION

ROCKTYPE

SWIR NOTES

Ag_ppm

Au_ppm

25582

659439

3016452

109

Foliated chloritic limestone with
hematite alteration. Visible gold in
Dump specimens.

Limestone

The spectra mainly
has chlorite features
(no 2200 minima).

<5

1.76

25583

659452

3016468

108

Limy sediment that has largely been
replaced by quartz. Isolated remnants
of limestone. Foliation planes are
marked by about 5% chlorite, and 5%
hematite Fe‐oxide. Cross‐cut by
veinlets of calcite cement. Coarse
visible gold in Dump Specimens.

Quartz‐chlorite schist

The spectra has
chlorite and
Smectite‐illite
features.

<5

0.24

25584

659547

3016570

103

Sub crop of grey quartz and a white
mineral that looks like albite. Cross‐
cut by earthy hematite‐calcite
veinlets. Green, botryoidal cerargerite
(?) on fracture surfaces

Limestone

Illite/Smectite (no
features after 2300)

1285

0.39

25585

659654

3016916

93

Grey quartz with large (1‐2 cm)
euhedral crystals of albite
(porphyroblasts??). Hosted in schist

Schist

Smectite/illite

<5

0.08

25586

658028

3015380

103

Porous, hematitic, silicified limestone.
Cross‐cut by veinlets with hematite
and jarosite. Repeat of 528

Limestone

Illite (crystalline)

25

11.83

25587

658779

3016017

97

Jasperoid silica‐replaced
metasediment with preserved folding.
Rock consists of medium crystalline
quartz bands with hematitic bands
that might have a bit of mica.

Schist

Spectra mainly a
function of hematite
and illite.

27

0.37

25588

658082

3014869

110

Quartz‐hematite breccia zone in a
foliation parallel zone in silicified
schist ‐‐ semi massive Fe‐OX. A bit of
cockscomb quartz development in
open spaces.

Schist

Sample probably a
mix of illite‐chlorite
(20%) and hematite
(80%).

<5

0.01

25589

658453

3014246

99

Feldspar porphyritic intrusive rock
with green‐grey propylitic alteration.
Hairline fractures with tourmaline (?),
chalcocite. Cu‐oxides. Pre or
syntectonic. From Prospect pit on El
Triunfo structure.

Feldspar‐Porphyritic monzodiorite.

Spectra for the
copper‐oxides
match chrysocolla
with features at 758,
1412, 1910, 2269.

<5

0.01

25590

658493

3014193

101

Sample cut across foliation of Fe‐
oxide‐rich schist at bottom of El
Triunfo tunnel oriented 243. Sample
has layers of cryptocrystalline quartz
with Fe‐oxide.

Schist

Mainly see
hematite.

7

1.31
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SAMPLE

NAD27E

NAD27N

ELEV

DESCRIPTION

ROCKTYPE

SWIR NOTES

Ag_ppm

Au_ppm

25591

659693

3013891

94

Muscovite schist with illite in fractures.
‐‐ Pillar between trenches on El
Peluchin Stope. Rock might have
been grey quartz with albite
porphyroblasts that was subsequently
altered(??). K/Al and Si ratios describe
illite

Schist

Illite‐‐sharp spectra,
crystalline.

<5

0.33

25592

659700

3013880

94

Cockscomb Quartz‐limonite veining in
muscovite schist west of Peluchin
stope

Schist

Illite

<5

0.29

25593

657334

3012419

90

Boulder of jasperoid with 88 g/t Au.
Rock is mainly quartz with a network
of 5% pale yellow phyllosilicate
(nontronite?), which is intergrown
with abundant finely crystalline native
gold and jarosite.

Schist

Nontronite (Na, Fe‐
Smectite)

277

86.09

25594

656619

3013389

100

Silicified schist with white quartz
boudins, albite porphyroblasts (?),
pervasive muscovite and yellow
scorodite. Altered to hematite, minor
RXN HCL.

Schist

Illite‐Smectite.

<5

0.06

25595

658399

3016868

91

Silicified limestone horizon in meta‐
pelite. Under the microscope, clear
white quartz regions (boudins)
observed in matrix of brownish
limestone (organics) with minor
argillaceous component.

Limestone

Good calcite spectra
with minima at
1925, 2339

<5

0.07

25596

658358

3016880

88

Thinly foliated, (white, pale green)
muscovite‐rich schist intercalated with
limy layers replaced by quartz.

Schist

Illite (crystalline)

<5

0.15

25597

657160

3019092

103

Feldspar porphyritic monzodiorite
with propylitic alteration, cross‐cut by
flat calcite veinlets. Gold panned from
creek in this area.

Feldspar‐Porphyritic monzodiorite.

Illite‐Smectite

<5

0.1

25598

657036

3018984

110

Quartz‐calcite band in foliated
feldspar‐porphyritic green schist.
Minor limonite after sulfide.

Greenschist

There is no 2200
feature ‐‐ all of the
features match
chlorite spectra.

<5

0.02

25599

657137

3018897

123

Foliation parallel quartz vein in limy
metapelites. Isoclinal folding in O/C.
Visible gold in sample. Early white
quartz is fractured, and the fractures
filled with (i) black tourmaline +
specularite, limonite, muscovite and
cockscomb quartz.

Vein

All that can be seen
in the spectra is
quartz

<5

0.01
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SAMPLE

NAD27E

NAD27N

ELEV

DESCRIPTION

ROCKTYPE

SWIR NOTES

Ag_ppm

Au_ppm

25600

656905

3018820

121

Quartz vein in limy metapelites. Early
white quartz is fractured, and the
fractures filled with jarosite and
cockscomb quartz.

Vein

Spectra dominated
by jarosite.

<5

0.04

25601

656920

3018844

121

Quartz vein in limy metapelites. Early
white quartz is fractured, and the
fractures filled with limonite, and
cockscomb quartz. Rock very
fractured, abundant open‐space filling
textures.

Schist

Illite‐Smectite.

<5

0.11

25602

656924

3018833

120

Grey quartz intergrown with albite
porphyroblasts (?). Fractures with
limonite, clay on fracture surfaces.
Green oxides ‐‐ brochantite

Schist

Illite. Brochantite
has a small minima
at 2486

<5

0.01

25603

656936

3018825

119

Very silicified gneiss ‐‐ gneissic
banding preserved nicely (probable
defined by biotite). Grey color caused
by 1 to 3% finely disseminated
chalcopyrite that is locally stained to
brochantite. Cross‐cut by hairline
fractures with calcite. Limonite
staining.

Gneiss

All that can be seen
in the spectra is
ferrihydrite and
quartz

<5

0.01

25604

656869

3018818

117

Repeat of Au‐rich sample. White
quartz cross‐cut by limonite‐rich
fractures.

Schist

Jarosite

<5

0.01

25605

656489

3017451

116

Massive white epithermal quartz vein
hosted in schist. Early white quartz
cross‐cut by later grayish quartz with
minor sulfide. 1% Limonite .

Vein

Illite‐Smectite

<5

0.02

25606

656543

3017481

117

Massive white epithermal quartz vein
hosted in schist. Early white quartz
cross‐cut by later grayish quartz with
minor chalcopyrite. 1% Limonite.
Final stage of late calcite veinlets.

Vein

Calcite.

7

0.01

25607

656600

3017465

118

Quartz breccia in brecciated schist‐‐
matrix of white quartz cross‐cut by
grey‐red quartz.

Breccia

Classic alunite
doublets at 1477 and
2176! Sample
mainly alunite and
quartz. Note excess
sulfur!

<5

0.03

25608

656671

3017488

118

Foliation/bedding parallel quartz vein‐
breccia zone. Epithermal with
cockscomb quartz textures. Galena,
chalcopyrite.

Breccia

Illite‐Smectite

15

0.03
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SAMPLE

NAD27E

NAD27N

ELEV

DESCRIPTION

ROCKTYPE

SWIR NOTES

Ag_ppm

Au_ppm

25609

657452

3016416

115

Quartz breccia in brecciated
limestone‐‐matrix of white quartz
cross‐cut by grey‐red quartz.
Disseminated chalcopyrite, galena,
tetrahedrite‐tennantite. Spectacular
crystals of turquoise blue brochantite.

Breccia

Illite‐Smectite

1103

0.79

25610

657717

3016483

117

Foliation parallel quartz breccia in
brecciated limestone‐‐matrix of white
bladed barite in matrix of grey‐red
quartz. Sample is 17% Barite, 0.06%
illite,

Breccia

Illite with Barite.
The SWIR cannot
see the barite, but
the XRF confirms an
excess of Ba and S.

56

46.87
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Appendix 2: Detailed Cost Estimates for Phase 1 Exploration
A2.1 Reconnaissance Mapping, Prospecting and Sampling
VARIABLES
Number of Samples

300

Number of days operating

20

Number of man‐days

100

Exchange rate

12.35

Mex. PESOS

CAD $

$ 20,000.00

$

1,619.43

$

7,500.00

$

607.29

Equipment
Vehicle Rental

1 @ $1000/day

Gasoline

Personnel
Casual Labour and Samplers

4 @ $350/day

$ 84,000.00

$

6,801.62

Geologists

1 @ $5000/day

$ 100,000.00

$

8,097.17

Groceries and Camp Cost

$600/man‐day

$ 60,000.00

$

4,858.30

Field Gear

Estimate

$ 20,000.00

$

1,619.43

$ 70,000.00

$

5,668.02

$

7,200.00

$

5,668.02

$

42,139.27

Room and Board

Analytical Costs
Rental of Field Portable Lab
Fire Assaying
Interpretation/Reporting

TOTAL

Minera Camargo S.A. de C.V.
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A2.2 Mechanized Trenching, Mapping and Sampling
VARIABLES
Meters of Trenching

2595

Number of Samples

1298

Number of days operating

42

Number of man‐days (non‐local)

250

Exchange rate

12.35

Mex. PESOS

CAD $

Equipment
Vehicle Rental

2 @ $1000/day

$ 83,200.00

$

6,736.84

Small Backhoe with Operator (Fueled)

$400 pesos/hour

$ 133,120.00

$

10,778.95

$ 31,200.00

$

2,526.32

Gasoline

Personnel
Local Labour and Samplers

12 @ $350/day

$ 174,720.00

$

14,147.37

Geologists

3 @ $5000/day

$ 624,000.00

$

50,526.32

Driver/Expediter

1 @ $600/day

$ 24,960.00

$

2,021.05

Crew Chief

1 @ $2000/day

$ 83,200.00

$

6,736.84

$600/man‐day (non‐local)

$ 149,760.00

$

12,126.32

Room and Board
Groceries and Camp Cost

Field Gear
Rice bags

$
200 @ $6 each

$

‐

1,200.00

$

97.17

Ropes, Picks and Shovels etc.

$ 12,000.00

$

971.66

Stakes, laminae, bags, cards

$ 15,570.00

$

1,260.73

$ 145,600.00

$

11,789.47

$

34,045.00

$

8,502.02

Analytical Costs
Rental of Field Portable Lab
Assaying
Interpretation

TOTAL
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